What happens when you choose to do the search this way, so if you choose to keep the Intellectual Development Disorder ticked and then go up to the top of the page and choose “Continue”, the search will then be done so you’ll finally get some records back and the number of records you get will be that 37,641 which we’ve been told Intellectual Development Disorder has subject heading entries on.

A record is at the bottom of this slide, so this screenshot with the yellow arrow in it, is pointing to where Intellectual Development Disorder, the phrase, has to appear in an article record for this record to be caught in the search we’ve done, in this subject heading search. So all 37,641 records in this example, the reason they’ve come back is because in this one subject heading field there is the phrase “Intellectual Development Disorder”. It hasn’t searched in the abstract for example, or any of the keywords or the title information, It has only looked in the “Subject Headings” field.

What you know when you do this search is though, that results you have got back are strongly on that topic because somebody has read the article and added information in the subject heading to tell you that the content of the article is definitely about Intellectual Development Disorder [as pscyINFO defines it].